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In the world of punk music, there are some characters that are larger than life, so much so that it’s not

surprising when a toy company decides to immortalize them in figure form.

This is the case with the company Aggronautix, which has just announced their line of “Throbbleheads,”

immortalizing punk’s more colorful personalities.

The honor of being first two to be immortalized in limited-edition plastic production goes to legendary 

Detroit punk Tesco Vee of the Meatmen, and the even more legendary/frightening GG Allen. They can be 

ordered here.

With GG or Tesco on your desk or in your car, you’re definitely making a statement. What that statement

is, I’m not exactly sure.

In addition, Aggronautix is currently working on a two-headed “throbble” for the Dwarves, which will be

released this summer.

Really, GG, Tesco and the Dwarves are just drops in the bucket as far as punk rock action figures can go. Who would you 

like to see recreated in action figure or bobblehead form? Would you like a Fat Mike on your dash, nodding along to the 

music? What about Iggy Pop, bobbing his head in approval as you’re plugging information into an computer at work? It

would add a definite bit of punk cred to crunching numbers.
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